
The World Ahead - the Biggest !
Industrial Revolution Ever Seen 

(oh, and Deflation)!
Deflation, Abundance, Allocation Issues & a Smattering 

of Random Observations!

abundance [uh-buhn-duh ns] 
noun 

1. 
an extremely plentiful or oversufficient 
quantity or supply: 
an abundance of grain. 



Why not Inflation?!
•  Inflation depends on commodity shortages and/or 

wage growth!

•  Virtually every commodity is falling in scarcity!

•  Recycling-rich economy without government 
incentives!

•  Labor inputs required dropping precipitously!

•  Lots of capital chasing few ideas, returns low!



Commodity Scarcity!

•  Better mine yields (more knowledge of where the 
minerals are, extraction with less human inputs)!

•  More efficient utilization of raw materials (for 
example, the strength and efficiency of a mini-
lam vs. traditional wood beams)!

•  Oil… massive overrun of availability vs. demand!



Specifically, Oil!
•  Premise that oil & gas are fungible - natural gas can become plastics or fuels!

•  Reserves have expanded massively. !

•  Prices reflecting oversupply still have artificial support. Speculators have been 
squirreling away “cheap” $80, $70, $60 oil for the last six months. Tankers rates at all 
time highs for storage… but at $1MM/month and with falling prices how long do you 
hang on?!

•  Pricing “Race to the Bottom” among producers - Venezuela, Iraq, Iran, Mexico, 
Russia, Saudi Arabia all have massive social programs to support and need $X per 
day, no matter how many barrels that means!

•  Plastics are not a dead end - think of them as frozen oil, ready to be released back 
into energy market. Virtually all recyclable!

•  Methane Hydrates. 100 times the known reserves of natural gas, 2-3 times the known 
reserves of all other hydrocarbons put together!



Labor Inputs Falling!
•  80-100 hour, 140 part drone wing becoming a 3 

hour injection molded part!

•  $15/hr fast food workers? Not on your life… how 
about $2/hr robot to flip that burger. !

•  What do we like best about Amazon? (Big Hint: 
you never interact with a human)!

•  Back to fast food - will the robot ever drop a fly on 
your burger? Forget your fries? !





Total Inputs Falling!
•  The lowly Ford Explorer. 6 hours of human labor and 

lots of $3/hr robots!

•  Shred & convert back into raw material stream - drop 
entire vehicle into shredder and in under 1 second 
shred to half inch pieces, then 2 hrs to separate into 
steel, copper, aluminum, plastic. 350 tons per hour.!

•  New Explorer is then $600 of energy, $600 of labor 
away from re-emerging as a new car!

•  This is all in a car not optimized for replacement!



Car of the Future!



•  Electric or electric/hybrid chassis!

•  Plastic Fiber Body!

•  All electronics in Iphone!

•  40,000 mile build - tires, brakes, engine all built around that lifespan. 
Brakes formed on axle or welded on, wheels welded on - no dipstick, 
oil change. !

•  Recycle - pull iphone, drop chassis and body into recycle bin!

•  Labor… non existent!

•  No Driver. Uber hiring 1,000,000 drivers in next few years… and 
Google unemploying them all !



Materialism Falling!
•  Goods are disposable (can you be proud of a 

new TV after a year?)!

•  “Member” ownership of cars, MyCar, Uber, 
MyValet, !

•  AirBnB, VRBO!

•  Do you care about something you 3D printed?!



Retail Fairy Tale #1!
•  Kids want to play checkers. A oil company 

brings up oil, ships & truckers get it to a plastics 
plant, then a injection molder. Cardboard box 
ordered in China, shipped via containership to a 
non-striking port. Customs, another trucker, a 
warehouse, a big box retail store and a retail 
clerk, plus $3 of gas to go to the store. Or you 
just print the checkers set from old plastic 
beverage bottles in your garage. How many jobs 
went away?!



Retail Fairy Tale #2!

•  You need six 1/4”X20 Bolts. Ace Hardware has a 
wall of hardware of every size and you select 
your bolts. Or you app-order the bolts and by the 
time you get there, the six bolts have been 3D 
printed from stainless wire on one of their five 
(steel, brass, bronze, stainless & titanium) 3D 
printers. Hardware manufacturer, warehouse, 
truckers & retail floor space not needed.!



Big Scale Labor Reduction!



•  Supply Ships not needed!

•  Helicopter or crew boat not needed!

•  Broken down on shore, 9-5!

•  $250MM cost now $25MM!

Oil Platform Breakdown!





Mobile Manufacturing !
Being able to put your venue out to bid to avoid $140 Million Municipal hold up!





What is the Message?!
•  After 10,000 years of scarcity, we are facing 

Abundance. And we can’t deal with it.!

•  Consider the wealthy family dilemma - wealth without 
earning is unsatisfying and frequently leads to bad 
outcomes!

•  US age 15-25 unemployment is huge. Worldwide is 
worse. But most will be fed.!

•  No opportunity -> disaffectation (Boston Bombers, ISIS 
joiners)!



Where does this lead?!



The New Rome?!
•  Massive structural unemployment!

•  Low returns!

•  What commodity is safe? Beware of “paper money” 
commodities & lockstep relationships!

•  Redistribution of wealth in wealthy nations!

•  Taxing the means of production (robots & 3D printers)!

•  China… how to confront non export based economy!

•  Poverty growing worse in poor nations!



What are our Lions & Christians?!



Where to Invest?!
•  (warning, somewhat US-centric thoughts)!

•  Basics for large humanity - farms, medicine!

•  Mass providers of low cost goods!

•  Education (the For Profit Providers)!

•  Leisure. Travel, Experiences (for example, Napa is being overrun)!

•  High Multiple New Ventures (Subtle Seraph pitch)!

•  Tax haven moves - there will be more pressure than ever on tax 
rates (and eliminating deductions)!



Are even these safe?!
•  Milk. Will we have microbial protein (beef) and 

milk? Of course!

•  Diamonds. Besides natural world supply, we can 
grow them, more perfectly than natural. 
Perversely, we value the man made perfect 
diamond at lower values!

•  Low cost providers. Margins getting pounded 
down every day!


